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remember this guy?



what about this?



next up... meet ai!

what the heck is AI? why do I care about AI? How can I use AI?



Audience Poll

I never use ai. try to avoid it!



Audience Poll

curious about ai. have tried a little.



Audience Poll

i’m an a.i. pro. i love these tools!



what is ai?



do you know steve?



what is ai?
ar·ti·fi·cial in·tel·li·gence
Noun: Artificial Intelligence; Noun: AI

The theory and development of computer systems
able to perform tasks that normally require human
intelligence, such as visual perception, speech
recognition, decision-making, and translation
between languages.



ai will take my job
No... but someone
else who uses 

ai might!



what is ai?

you computer



a few ai

examples 

in real life



Apple face 
id



self-driving cars



solve every argument with

your spouse... never touch a

light switch again...

just ask



Let’s see what

chat gpt can do!
https://chat.openai.comnatural language

processing (nlp)

https://chat.openai.com/


writing made easy



trouble finding images?

not very creative?

Discord +
Midjourney



Want to see it 

in action?



Meet my

current

Best friend

for life...



A.I. is everywhere.



why should you

care about a.i.?



The construction industry will need to

attract an estimated 501,000

additional workers on top of the

normal pace of hiring in 2024 to meet

the demand for labor, according to a

proprietary model developed by

Associated Builders and Contractors.

labor shortage



The workforce will be made up of

75% millennials by the year 2025.

Millennials & Gen Z were raised

with tech and are usually early

adopters of AI. 

next gen loves tech



delegate tasks you don’t
want to a.i. so you can

work “on” your business &

higher level tasks.



Efficiency & Automation
AI-driven tools can automate routine tasks, offering

quicker responses and services, aligning with the

instant gratification expectation of consumers.

Automation not only improves customer experience

but also reduces operational costs, allowing businesses

to reallocate resources to strategic growth areas.



too busy for reviews?
60% of consumers

feel that the

number of reviews

a business has is

critical and 88% of

consumers make

the effort to

consult reviews

before purchase.



automate review requests
Google Business Review Automation



automate review replies
Automatic “AI” Review Replies

on google business profile
89% of consumers say they’re likely to choose a

local business that responds to reviews.



need to reply to faq’s?

Automate Your
Responses With A
Chat Bot On Your
Website So You Can
Stop Wasting Time
Answering FAQ’s.

Tried of Getting Asked The Same Questions

Over and Over?



Schedule, confirm, & Reschedule Appointments 

automate your calendar



Small and mid-sized businesses miss about

62% of calls! Automating a text message back

to missed-call dialers prevents prospects

from calling competitors and recoups

countless in would-be missed revenue!

missing calls?



text them back after

missing the call!
9 out of 10 people want to use text

messaging to interact with businesses, and

the average open rate of an SMS is 99%! It’s

critical that businesses offer Text

Messaging as a communication channel for

their customers. 



AI predicts material

needs and optimizes

delivery, reducing costs

and preventing delays.

Supply Chain Optimization



AI optimizes operations

and energy use in

machinery and site

facilities, reducing costs

and aiding sustainability.

Efficiency in Operations



AI tools enable immediate

project adjustments and

automated, up-to-date

reporting for stakeholders.

Project Monitoring &

Reporting



Customer & Market

Insights
Analyzes trends and

feedback to adapt offerings

to meet market demands.



Chat bots customized

for your business
A customized chat feature

to answer internal and

customer questions!



That’s a lot... so

where do you start?



try Chat Gpt!
pro tip- Use “Voice In” Extension.



identify one thing you

can automate with ai!



subscribe to my 

free newsletter! 
stay up to date on new ai & more.



ready to learn more?
join my free newsletter.

Free A.I., Branding,

and Marketing

Tips For You &

Your Business!


